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Home Education Products
WORD 101 SEMINAR (WSEM)
WEAVER CURRICULUM CANADIAN SUPPLEMENTS (WCCS)
ICANSPELL LEVELS 1-4 (ICS) & ICANSPELL GENERIC Forms Packet (ICSG)
READINGS IN CANADIAN HISTORY, YEAR 1—Founding the Nation of Canada (RICH1)
MILLENNIUM TIME LINE SYSTEM (MTLS)
HOME EDUCATOR’S LESSON PLANNER AND STUDENT RECORD (HELPS)
ROSETTA STONE FRENCH LESSON SUPPLEMENTS (RS)—see separate order form, page 2

WORD 101 SEMINAR—Using the Microsoft Word Processing Software

The 101 lessons of this introductory course provide countless techniques and ideas that will enable you to be a very
capable Word user. They expose you to several methods for doing each of the basic word processing tasks, from
opening files to preparing tables and columns. Besides instruction, most lessons include practice exercises and
examples that you can experiment with—and because they are document templates you need not fear messing up.
In order to show how the various techniques work, they are applied to articles (on the subject of Creation and Noah's
Flood) supplied at the end of lessons. Note: You must supply your own Microsoft Word processing software.

WEAVER CURRICULUM CANADIAN SUPPLEMENTS

If you are a Canadian using The Weaver Curriculum unit study program, you need these Supplements to provide the
Canadian content missing from that American product. If not, you can still use these Supplements because they
contain sizeable portions of Canadian historical content. There is also lots of useful non-historical Canadian
information, such as extensive Recommended Reading lists and activity ideas, etc., in the other material. VOLUME I
highlights include official languages, famous Canadians, transportation, immigration, money, slavery, and the
underground railroad. VOLUME II highlights include royalty, native peoples, government, and history of Canada up
to Confederation (1867). VOLUME III highlights include mapmaking, spies, dams, bridges, caves, time zones and
the expansion of Canada since 1867. Volumes II (84 dedicated lessons) and III (35 dedicated lessons) are
especially well suited as independent Canadian history products, as they can be stretched to several months each!
Consider using it with the ICANSPELL Generic and MILLENNIUM TIME LINE SYSTEM products for fullest benefit.

ICANSPELL LEVELS 1-4 (ICS) & ICANSPELL GENERIC Forms Packet (ICSG)

Designed to help students cycle through spelling words in a 5-step routine until they can spell them correctly. Any words that the
child has not learned on the first pass are collected and studied again. In the ICANSPELL LEVELS, fourteen-word lists are
grouped by common features onto dictation pads and lesson worksheets which the student uses for study and test purposes.
Lessons with activities are written to the student in such a way as to elicit positive response to the spelling rules. Word lists
(including an alphabetical index stating in which lesson a word may be found) are provided in the ICANSPELL LEVELS. With
ICANSPELL GENERIC you provide your own word lists and exercise ideas, which would make it a great accompaniment for
READINGS IN CANADIAN HISTORY. The combo package includes Levels 1-4 and Generic Reproducible, plus an alphabetical
index of words from all four levels.

READINGS IN CANADIAN HISTORY, YEAR 1—Founding the Nation of
Canada (RICH1)
Includes lesson plans and extensive vocabulary lists (consider using an ICANSPELL GENERIC Forms Packet with
this) for 30 books (most for grades 4-9 or higher) in the following categories: Quick Overview of Canadian History,
Native Indians and Inuit, Vikings, Early Exploration, New France, Acadia, 7 Years War, War of the American
Revolution, The Maritimes, United Empire Loyalists, War of 1812, Development of Government in Pre-Confederation
Canada (Rebellion of 1837), Underground Railroad, Fenian Uprising, Creating a Confederation. Book list provided
but you must acquire books (they are all available in public library system). This program can be completed within 1
year if the schedule is kept tight or 2 or 3 years for a more comfortable or thorough pace. This program can easily be
tailored to students of all ages. Consider using it with the MILLENNIUM TIME LINE SYSTEM for the fullest benefit.

MILLENNIUM TIME LINE SYSTEM (MTLS)

Comprehensive and flexible system for planning, recording and storing historical studies for one student (or family)
in one place. Includes the ability to plot events on parallel lines in 7 categories of your choice and store the material
within 7 millennial sections. You may purchase the Complete MTLS system in a binder, or in several reproducible
versions—Paper, PDF (e-mailed or on CD) or document templates (see further information below). If you purchase a
templates version, you may enter dates across the top of the time line pages and at the top right corner of the other
forms, adjust the divider dates, add labels to the divider arrows, plot events on the time lines, and enter detailed
information on the forms. Brief notes on how to use the templates are sprinkled throughout the introduction. For an
additional fee, I can customize the templates and PDF versions by typing your category labels and time line dates.
You may purchase the Core Components only (skipping the forms and binder) in order to use just the timeline
aspect of the system. If you purchase the Core Components package you will receive the cover title page to put in
your own binder, introductory commentary, dividers, timeline pages, clippings pockets, a sample copy of each form
and a sample READINGS IN CANADIAN HISTORY lesson plan. If/when needed, you may purchase a complete
refill (estimated once per year) or individual form refills.

HOME EDUCATOR’S LESSON PLANNER AND STUDENT RECORD (HELPS)

An introductory letter, instructions and notes, and sample pages give you ideas on how to customize this system.
You will need one HOME EDUCATOR’S LESSON PLANNER & STUDENT RECORD per student per year. You
may purchase it in seven versions—document templates (e-mailed or on CD), PDF (e-mailed or on CD), reproducible (paper masters of all pages), paper without subject list (empty subject columns) and paper with subject list.
(PDF, template and reproducible versions have both list and no-list options.) My subject list can be seen at the website. For an additional fee, I can customize the first six versions by typing in your subjects when you provide your list
of up to 17 subjects in their required order. Each PLANNER contains the following planning/record-keeping pages:
Record of Attendance, Record of Achievement, Inventory of Resources, Resource Reference Details, Record of
Time Spent Per Subject/Per Unit, Unit Title Pages (dividers for 10 units), General Preparations pages (plan goals
and supplementary activities) and Preparation Checklist pages for 10 units (list ideas, memory verses, vocabulary
words, required supplies, required special preparations, Daily Log pages for 200 days (record lesson concepts/
methods by day and by subject, sequence them, reference them by code, record the scheduled time for the class
OR the time spent on the lesson, and tick off each lesson when completed), Weekly Log masters (photocopy if you
wish to schedule lessons for five rather than one day per page), 1- and 5-Day Lesson Planning Goal Sheet masters
(photocopy for children to plan their lessons while you maintain personal control of the Daily or Weekly Log pages).
NOTES: Document templates (on CD or e-mailed) are Microsoft Word template files that you may edit to make your

own masters. If necessary, you may convert those to PDF files to make them compatible with your printer. A driver
is available at http://www.pdf995.com/. PDF versions (e-mailed or on CD) are document files that are printable from
computers having Adobe Acrobat, which is available free on the internet (http://www.acrobat.com). If you have any concern
about your ability to receive PDF files or document templates by e-mail, please contact me for file sizes.
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